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News
1: New feel for the interface
The interface has been changed to a new, attractive aesthetic: the command buttons and drawing entities are
now more noticeable on the light background.
 The resolutions for ribbons and toolbars have been modified and improved in Advance CAD 2016 and
now stand out from the theme of the interface.

2: New and improved Help Documentation
Advance CAD 2016 offers users a new and updated Help Documentation containing all commands that have
been added in past versions. The new Help files assist users with detailed explanations of all the possibilities
and options brought about by the various functionalities.

3: TRANSPARENCY property added
With Advance CAD 2016, users have the possibility to change the transparency for all entities in the
project.
 This property is especially useful for a solid fill hatch and can draw an object with up to 90%
transparency.
 The Transparency property gives users the opportunity to create presentation ready drawings.
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In addition to the ’Properties window’, the transparency value can also be found via the Layer
Properties Manager. This is used to create a layer and to specify or update the transparency
properties.

Along with transparency support, several other system variables have been added:
 TRANSPARENCYDISPLAY- Toggles the display of transparency objects on or off, in the drawing
area.
 CETRANSPARENCY- Controls the transparency value assigned to new objects.
 HPTRANSPARENCY- Controls the transparency value assigned to new hatch objects.

4: ETRANSMIT command included
With Advance CAD 2016, the new ETRANSMIT command is available. This command easily creates transmittal
packages, which are Zip files by default.
 Zipping creates a single, tidy, compact package ready for email. It contains all DWG, DGN, DWF and
PDF files, along with raster images, font files and plot style tables.
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5: PLINECONVERTMODE variable implemented
In addition to the possibility of converting splines to polylines, a new system variable named PLINECONVERTMODE,
was also added. The default value is 0.
 This system variable specifies the fit method used in converting splines to polylines:
0 - Polylines are created with linear segments
1 - Polylines are created with arc segments

Spline before conversion

Spline converted to polyline:
PLINECONVERTMODE=0

Spline converted to polyline:
PLINECONVERTMODE=1

6: RESETBLOCK command available
In this new version of Advance CAD, the RESETBLOCK command has been implemented.
 It allows users to reset one or more dynamic block references to the default values of the block
definition.
 After applying the command, a message appears in the command line stating the number of blocks
that have been reset.

7: Additional image formats are supported in Advance CAD 2016
Starting with Advance CAD 2016, users can also attach images that have one of the following extensions:
*.ECW, *.ERS and *.NTF.
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8: New command to synchronize attributes: ATTSYNC
With the 2016 release, Advance CAD includes a command that updates block references with new and
changed attribute values from a specified block definition.
 The ATTSYNC command removes any format or property changes made with the ATTEDIT
command.
 Also deletes any extended data associated with the block which might affect dynamic blocks and
blocks created by third party applications.

9: Additional command: FLATTEN
The new FLATTEN command converts three-dimensional entities to projected 2D representations.
 All selected entities are projected onto the current UCS elevation plane, not required to be parallel to
the WCS XOY plane.

A. Select the entity you want to flatten.




Result

FLATTEN results in 2D objects that retain their original layers, line types, colors and object types
where possible.
Use FLATTEN to create a 2D drawing from a 3D model, or to force the thickness and elevations of
selected objects to be 0.

10: New feature: the ability to copy layouts
In Advance Explorer, a new feature has been added to enable copying layouts from one drawing to
another.
 This feature assists the user as the new, copied viewports will already be populated with the
appropriate part of a project and to the same scale as the original.
 Users can also use this tool to "drag-and-drop" blocks from one drawing to another.

11: "Switch Windows" ribbon command added
Users now have the opportunity to switch between several drawings opened at the same time using the
specially designed button for this purpose.
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When ’Switch Windows’ button is selected, a drop-down list of all opened drawings is displayed and
users can choose which of these should be brought in front view.
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12: UCS command added to ribbon
Users can now access the UCS command directly from the ribbon, via the new icon added in the View
tab, UCS panel:

13: Dialog box for PDFATTACH command included
A new dialog that allows users to easily customize attaching PDF files is now available.
 After accessing the dialog version of the PDFATTACH command, the following form will appear and
users can define all properties for the PDF file, to be attached inside the drawing.
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14: Values for attributes are now editable in the Properties dialog
The Properties dialog now contains a field where users can edit the values of the attributes contained
within a block.

15: "Text override" for Tolerance now has a browsing button
With Advance CAD 2016, the "Text override" option in the Properties window has a browsing button which
opens the Geometric Tolerance dialog.

16: PAN command was implemented in Print Preview mode
One of the new features introduced by the 2016 version of Advance CAD is the ability to use the PAN command
(by pressing the middle mouse button) whilst in Print Preview.
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Improvements
1: Speed improvements
 Several optimizations have been made regarding the speed for redrawing objects, as well as saving


large particular drawings.
For particular drawings (which contain locked objects included in selections), changing properties such
as layer, color, linetype, lineweight has been significantly accelerated. For drawings containing
attached Xrefs, the speed when editing the project has been improved. Selections, together with other
commands, now work considerably faster.

2: Commands
 In this version of Advance CAD, users can apply the OFFSET command on a complex spline entity
and the resulting drawing has a high degree of accuracy.








The LAYBYENT command’s "Freeze" option for entities within an Xref has been improved and is now
correctly applied for all entity types.
The errors that appeared when the user tried to create particular entities (circles, ellipses) have now
been corrected.
Several issues relating to the input of FILLET and CHAMFER commands have been corrected. In
addition, both commands applied on multiple entities at once now create a single object within the
drawing.
In Advance CAD 2016, editing the coordinates for multiple lines at once, while in a UCS different from
world coordinates, displays the drawing at the correct position.
There were a couple of situations where the polyline edit command was not performing correctly.
Improvements have been made regarding the application of this command on polylines.
The BREAK command is now correctly applied for closed, periodic curves.

3: Hatches
 Properties for hatches (including color) are now correctly copied to other entities.
 The command for editing hatches has been corrected and can be applied for different hatch entities.
 The Solid pattern hatch can now fill different boundaries in the expected way.
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4: Dimensions
 Issues regarding the connection of dimensions (especially moving and copying such entities) have




been fixed for Advance CAD 2016.
The possibility to suppress extension lines for particular dimensions is now available and correctly
applied inside the drawings.
Users could not disconnect fully associative dimensions. This operation is now possible for such
entities within drawings.
The union of linear dimensions in relation to blocks has been significantly improved for this version of
Advance CAD. This includes, amongst others, the possibility to use the _DIMCONTINUE command
for the dimensions in the expected manner. Improvements also refer to the connection of all types of
dimensions when created between a drawing entity and a block.

5: Dynamic blocks
 Many improvements regarding the behavior of dynamic blocks have been made: the dimensions












associated with entities within the block (lines, polylines) are now correctly modified, stretched,
moved, or copied when the dynamic block is updated.
The connection of dimensions is no longer broken when changing values for the different parameters
of the block.
The hatches inside a dynamic block now respond correctly to any changes performed on this main
entity. The hatch connectivity is also respected after editing the block’s parameters.
The purge command is now correctly applied for dynamic blocks (used blocks are no longer affected
by this command)
The stretch command used for dynamic blocks now functions as expected.
The grips used for editing dynamic blocks are now graphically correct.
The issues regarding the possibility of editing custom parameters inside dynamic blocks have now
been corrected for Advance CAD 2016.
The constraints used inside dynamic blocks are correctly applied and can be changed as desired.
Improvements refer to the following: linear constraints, vertical constraints, horizontal constraints,
diametric and radius constraints.
Undo now works as expected when used after changing any of the parameters’ values in dynamic
blocks.
The coincidental constraint is now recognized and taken into account inside a dynamic block.
The dimangular dimension with 3 points now works correctly inside a dynamic block.
Users now have the possibility to rename dynamic blocks and the changes are updated without any
problem.

6: PDF references
 Corrections have been made for specific cases of attaching PDFs. Colors from the original PDF file
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are now preserved and correctly displayed inside the drawing.
Several improvements have also been made regarding the quality of the images, resulting from the
editing of PDF files inside a drawing. "Contrast" and "Fade" properties can now be changed with
optimal results.
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7: External references
 When inserting particular drawings as external references, Object Snaps relating to the objects within





the drawings could not be obtained. This issue is now corrected.
The default file format when inserting an Xref using the Advance CAD Explorer, is now DWG instead of DWF.
Users encountered several problems related to the loading of files with attachments as an Xref. The
problems not longer occur on this version of Advance CAD.
Changes, for external references, are now possible to the name of the referenced drawing.
A reload message now appears for a reattached external reference

8: Grips
 There were some problems regarding the displacement of grips along the Z direction of the drawing.




The issues occurred either when working in the (XOY) plan, or when the ORTHO mode was activated.
In the current release, these situations no longer appear and all grips can be moved along the vertical
axis without any problem.
When attaching a PDF file along the Z axis, grips now have the proper values for all coordinates.
For particular drawings, there were some issues regarding the possibility to edit polylines using the
grips. These problems no longer occur on this version of Advance CAD.

9: Blocks and attributes
 There were some problems regarding copying from one drawing to another, of blocks containing text.




These issues have been fixed and the copy/paste operations now perform successfully.
Improvements have been made to the attribute definition command for particular situations with the
data now correctly stored inside the attribute.
Command ATTEDIT now allows easy edit of all attributes inside a block.
Corrections were made regarding the text width factor for blocks inserted inside a drawing.

10: Print improvements
 For particular drawings the Print Preview mode was not correct. These problems were fixed and the
display of the drawing is now accurate.

11: Viewports
 For particular drawings, the zoom operation inside a viewport did not perform correctly and the
drawing was not displayed according to the changes. These redrawing issues have been fixed for
Advance CAD 2016.

12: Layers
 In previous versions, when accessing the Layers Explorer, there were some special characters that

were not supported within the description of the layers. This issue does not occur anymore and the
description can be correctly edited.

13: "Options" dialog box
 Scrollbars can now be activated from the Display tab of the Options dialog box and they are correctly
used within a drawing.

14: "Colors" dialog box
 Corrections have been made concerning the selection of particular colors from the control panel.
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15: Line types
 There were particular problems when selecting a new line type within a drawing. The issues have


been corrected for Advance CAD 2016.
For certain drawings, the line weight was sometimes not displayed according to the settings.
Corrections were made and the display of the drawing is now complete.

16: System variables
 The system variables LTSCALE and THICKNESS now update correctly according to the values given


in the Properties dialog.
XCLIPFRAME values can now be changed and these changes correctly applied.

17: User interface
 Wrong inputs entered by users now offer full, comprehensible messages suggesting correct input or






marking errors with the current one.
Corrections and improvements were made concerning the behavior of some commands and aliases
from Advance CAD. All the commands now work as expected.
There was a problem relating to changing the temporary files folder from Advance CAD: File paths
were not taken into consideration by autosave, which still saved into the Windows temporary folder.
This issue has been fixed for Advance CAD 2016.
There were certain display issues when opening a drawing in Advance CAD using two monitors. The
drawings now open correctly when the user has this type of computer configuration.
For this version of Advance CAD, two monitors with different resolutions can be used and the
drawings are displayed correctly on both screens.
Advance CAD now offers a better input request for several commands, including: _MVIEW, _DVIEW,
_EDITEDATA, _PEDIT.

18: Texts
 The search command for text has been improved and now zooms correctly to the desired text.
 Improvements have been made regarding editing an Mtext entity and the result is correctly displayed
in the drawing.

19: Object Snaps
 There were a couple of issues related to the use of Object Snaps on a spline entity which have now
been corrected.
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